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“Lu's Spring and Autumn” the ruling construction blueprint for the upcoming 
unifying Qin Dynasty wrote by Lu Buwei——the prime minister of Qin State in 
Warring States Period (?-235 B.C.)with his intelligent scholar ,which was China's 
earliest rigorous private literature and synthesized all classes' theories, contents, 
covered almost all aspects of the society at that time, saved some precious 
historical materials of science which had already lost, and was a large complication 
of academic, ideological, cultural, which had far-reaching impact on future 
generations, and made scientific summary the first time for the relationship of 
people and nature ,and the spirit throughout the whole book. 
Agronomic thought is an important part of traditional agricultural culture, 
“Lu's Spring and Autumn” set up attention to agriculture, “ emphasizing 
agriculture”，“arable land”, “Identification of soil” and “review time” four papers, 
although they were not special agricultural book, and not independent, but had 
related contents, and self-contained, often used a few words to described the 
profound and thorough discussion, with a philosophy translate, so far still can have 
the fresh feeling, reflected in the Warring States period agricultural technology and 
ideology, which was the originator of recognized Chinese ancient agricultural 
system and the agricultural scientific thought and was regarded the one as so far 
preserved the oldest, most systems, the most complete during the Warring States 
period, described systematically in detail before third Century BC, the experience 
of agricultural production technology of China, then several important agricultural 
production were summarized, including a unique system thought of when people to 
work；meticulous farming thought based on drought relief and water intensive 
scientific used soil nutrient cycling in agricultural thoughts. 
















first proposed the Sancai theory thought, discussed the dialectical relationship 
between heaven and earth, asked “Sancai”theory as the ancient agriculture' core 
theory, was the pioneer that translated “Sancai theory” into agricultural theory, and 
then farmers were going to inherit this tradition and made it become an important 
guiding ideology of Chinese traditional agriculture. Also,“Sancai” theory had been 
called the "world system theory of the universe," which provided an important 
theoretical basis for achieving the harmony and unity of person and nature and a 
thinking model based on the comprehensive overall view, dynamic view, contact 
view and so on, which was a typical representative of Chinese traditional systems 
thinking and had a very high enlightenment and reference function to the modern 
system science and ecological agriculture.  
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